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Everyone wants
more revenue from
their ecommerce
channel.
And transactional messages are one powerful
tool that can help.
This is your one-stop guide for building transactional messages that work.
I’ll show you why email is still a marketing champion. I’ll present tips for creating
the most effective communications. And then I’ll show five best-in-class
examples from real retailers.
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Email is not dead
Despite what you may have read, email is alive
and well.
Sure, it’s not new like Chat Bots. It’s not trendy like SnapChat. And it’s not
innovative like Augmented Reality. But don’t get wrapped-up in those digital
marketing fads. Focus on a channel that drives e-commerce revenue. And that
channel is email.
A recent report from the Direct Marketing Association put the average Return
on Investment (ROI) for email at a whopping $38. That means the average
marketer spending $1 on email gets $38 back in revenue. The same report
showed that 20% of companies see an ROI of $70!
But email isn’t just about marketing. It’s a communications channel, too. And
72% of consumers still choose it as their preferred method of communication.
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Email Return on
Investment
Investing $1 on email marketing will return an
average of $38 back in revenue.

[SOURCE: http://www.emailmonday.com/
dma-national-client-email-report-2015]
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Email is changing
When people think “email is dying,” what they
are really observing is a change in consumer
behavior.
Consumers no longer respond to old email techniques
the same way. Most specifically, that’s the “batch and
blast” method. That’s where one generic message
goes to all your email subscribers.
Today, engagement is what drives successful email
programs. And, one easy way to build engagement
is to personalise your messages. Personalisation is so
important now that 86% of consumers say that it plays a
role in whether they purchase at all.
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Transactional
emails drive
revenue
Transactional emails are simply the triggered
messages your system sends based on a
transaction.
The most common is the receipt that gets emailed to a customer after they
make a purchase.
Personalisation is made easy within transactional messages. The customer has
already given you a ton of information. You know who they are and where they
live. But more importantly, you know what they’ve purchased.
These might seem like “business as usual” emails. But what if I told you
transactional emails can generate more engagement and more revenue than
any other email activity?
That’s right. These emails can have 8 times more clicks and opens and generate
6 times more revenue than your run-of-the-mill messages.
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Building
transactional
messages that
work
At this point, I should have
convinced you that email is
not only alive, but a huge
opportunity for your bottom line.
Now, let’s explore the 7 best practices that will help you build a winning
program.
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IDENTIFY A
(SECONDARY)
OBJECTIVE

All transactional
messages are
informative by
nature.
So, their primary objective is to inform your
customer. That should never change.
But a winning program isn’t just informative. Each transactional email should
have a secondary objective. That is, it should have a purpose beyond just
sharing information.
When you look at your message, you may decide that the secondary objective
should be to:
••

Engage

••

Build trust

••

Educate

••

Set expectations, or

••

Get more orders

Notice how “get more orders” is only one possible objective? This directresponse method isn’t the only way your emails will generate additional
revenue.
For example, building trust leads to brand loyalty. Brand loyalty leads to future
orders. An immediate repurchase doesn’t need to be your only secondary
objective to drive more revenue.
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2
TALK LIKE
A HUMAN

Transactional
emails are often
auto-generated by
your ecommerce
platform.
The result is a generic message that can sound
robotic. But your ecommerce business is run by
real people.
Customise your message to make sure it sounds that way.
Also, one-way communication is a thing of the past. Stop using those “do-notreply@” email addresses, immediately. I’m serious. Real humans have two-way
email conversations. If you want to be real, you have to let them reply to you.
And, those replies should be read (and addressed) by a real person.
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3
BE CLEAR.

STAY FOCUSED.
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Be clear.
Stay focused.

3

Unlike your marketing messages, your
transactional emails have little wiggle room for
creativity in the subject line.

Be clear about what’s in an email. If it’s an order receipt, say so. Clear and direct
subject lines lead to better open rates.
Also, stay focused and don’t try to fit everything into one message. Choose
one secondary objective, and stick to it.
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4
BE ON
BRAND
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4

Transactional
emails are part
of your customer
journey.

That means they are one piece of an overall
experience a customer has from the point they
become aware of your business, to the point
where they receive the product.
Every message should sound like it’s coming from you. It should match the
tone, style, and formatting of every other message you put in front of the
customer.
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5
FOLLOW
THE RULES
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5

Transactional
messages are
mostly exempt from
CAN-SPAM rules.
You can find the full list of those here.
But, you need to be careful.

You can’t send a promotional email disguised as a transactional email.
Otherwise it would have to follow those rules.

Many marketers use the “80/20 Principle.” To keep it “officially” a transactional
email, no more than 20% of the content should be promotional.

Note: I’m not a lawyer, so I recommend you talk to one if you have questions or
concerns before building these emails.
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6
TEST
IT ALL
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6

Make sure you test
every transactional
email before you
launch it.
This doesn’t mean just sending yourself a copy
to make sure it renders properly.
Go through the process on your website that triggers that message. Then
receive and open the message, just a like a customer would.
This will help you understand if the messages trigger correctly and at the
appropriate time.
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7
REMEMBER
NOT TO
FORGET
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7

After you do the
initial work, your
transactional
messages will run
through automation.
That means it can be really easy to forget they
exist at all. Remember to check them regularly
to make sure the information is accurate.

This becomes even more important if you decide to put a future order discount
in the message that isn’t automatically updated, as most discounts have an
expiration date.
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BONUS
START
SMALL
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I want you to be
excited by the
potential of these
emails.
But, avoid the urge to turn on every possible
transactional email in your system all at once.
Start with one, and then build upon it. I promise your messages will be stronger
because of it.
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TRANSACTIONAL
EMAIL
EXAMPLES
You’re now armed with the practices that
create the best transactional emails. Now,
let’s look at some real-world examples.
Here are 5 commonly used
transactional emails:
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Order
Confirmations
There isn’t a (good) e-commerce program that
doesn’t have order confirmation emails.
They are not optional – your customer is expecting them.
How much do they expect them? These emails have a 70% open rate – higher
than almost any other email you will ever send.

The example on the next page is from the “fruit

experts,” Edible Arrangements.

What’s great about it:

What they could do better:

I like the secondary objective of getting them to
sign up for the “Edible Rewards” program. It’s a
natural fit for an order confirmation email. I also like
that their customer service information is boldly
featured.

The “birthday gift” message is competing with
“Edible Rewards.” It looks like the result of trying to
put too many calls-to-action in the email. Defining
one secondary objective, and sticking to it, would
help.
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Product Reviews
Product reviews are such an important tool.
They help convert more customers – bumping conversion rates by up to 76%.
They build trust by establishing social proof. And, they improve your organic
rankings.
You want to get as many reviews as possible. So, generating a transactional
email asking your customers to review your products makes a lot of sense.

This example is from personalised mattress
retailer, Helix Sleep.

What’s great about it:

What they could do better:

They are using Yotpo, a tool I love. Yotpo generates
product review emails but the review is completed
in the email itself. The alternative method would
be an email that pushes them back to the website.
That’s completely acceptable, but the Yotpo
method is guaranteed to improve your completion
rates.

It’s okay to ask some non-review information in this
email. But, asking my age implies that it’s going
to be posted with my review. That’s weird. It also
seems that no one under 20 can buy a mattress…
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Product
Recommendations
Some of your easiest wins in transactional
emails will come from product
recommendations.
This is perhaps the most powerful type of personalisation. One study found
that conversion for customers who click on a recommended product link is 5.5
times higher than all your other customers.
You can use tools to generate these based on the customer’s most recent
purchase, items from their browsing history, or their wish list. They can be part
of other transactional messages (as a secondary objective). Or, they can be a
stand-alone message generated after a purchase.

I can’t talk about good e-commerce practices
without including an Amazon example, so here’s
one.

What’s great about it:

What they could do better:

My simple order confirmation includes some
product recommendations based on my purchase.
I’ve noticed with Amazon that the way they
generate these is different depending on the
product. Some show “people who purchased
this also purchase….” Others include items from
my wish list. The variety is good for a frequentpurchase retailer. (Yes, I do shop at Amazon too
much).

Dare I suggest that the e-commerce behemoth do
something better? Yes.
“Please do not reply to this message,” they say. If I
can’t reply, they should make it clear how I can ask
questions or report issues.
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Shipping
Notification
Shipping notifications aren’t used enough.
The customer has given you their money. Now, you want to show them that
you’ve got everything covered. These emails alleviate anxiety by guiding your
customer through the experience of the order.

This example is from handmade marketplace, Etsy.

What’s great about it:

What they could do better:

They put the tracking information front-and-center.
I always appreciate that. They reminded me what I
ordered. (It’s never a given that I’ll remember). And,
they add a personalised map showing where the
order is coming from to get to me in Connecticut.
That’s a really unique, custom feature.

They addressed me by my username, instead of my
real name. Even though I recognise the username,
it dehumanises the message.
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Abandon Cart
Technically, abandon cart emails should be
called “almost transactional.”
That is, they are generated when someone doesn’t purchase. But the goal is to
get them to complete the transaction.
About 3 out of 4 users who leave with items in their cart say they plan to come
back, but only 8 percent do. That’s a lot of customers you’re leaving on the
table if you don’t generate abandon cart emails.

Here’s an example from subscription wine
service, Winc.

What’s great about it:

What they could do better:

It’s to-the-point and provides a clear link for me
to get back to the cart. It’s also “on-brand” and
human. It reads like a real person wrote it.

I’d like to see some customer service links/numbers
in the email. Marketers should never assume
that they know why a customer abandoned their
cart. They may have a question that couldn’t be
answered on the website. Connecting them with a
customer service person could close the deal.
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Let’s Begin!
That completes your one-stop guide for
building an arsenal of transactional messages.
Now it’s time to get to work.
Remember:
•• Define a secondary objective for each message.
•• Remove all the robot-talk and stop using those “do-notreply@” addresses.
•• Have clear subject lines. Keep the content focused on one
secondary objective.
•• Brand your message like all your other communications.
•• Stick to the 80/20 Principle. Only 20% of transactional email
content should be promotional.
•• Test every message “live.”
•• Check your program regularly to make sure the content is still
accurate, and
•• Start with one message and build your program out from there.
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Veeqo is powering the biggest shift in retail history. Our mission is to help
multichannel retailers increase their sales and grow their business.
Selling online is hard. Our software makes it easier. We do this allowing
you to run your entire ecommerce operation from a single platform. This
makes your business significantly more streamlined and efficient. saving
you huge amounts of time to focus on what’s most important - growing
your ecommerce business.
In Veeqo, everything you need to succeed is managed from a single,
cloud-based platform. All your orders from all your sales channels
are visible in one place. Your inventory can be synced across all your
marketplaces. You can ship to customers all over the world with the
world’s leading couriers. And accounting
Created by multichannel retailer Matt Warren in 2013, Veeqo now powers
hundreds of ecommerce businesses all around the world.
To find out how you can start increasing your ecommerce sales, visit www.
veeqo.com and sign up for a free 14-day trial today.

PASS IT ON
If you found the information in this guide useful, don’t keep it to
yourself! Share it with your friends and colleagues now.

